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GENERAL INSTRUCTION FOR SUPERWALLET
Superwallet is a mobile app that can run on Apple iOS and Android devices. Superwallet is a wallet for cryptocurrency
of different kinds, with the current supported kinds including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bitcoin
Skycoin
MZ Coin
Shellcoin 2.0
Suncoin
Aynrand coin

The current version supports the sending and receiving of all kinds of coins. The future version will support direct
exchange among different coins.

DOWNLOAD AND INSTALLATION
DOWNLOAD AND INSTALL FOR ANDROID
Currently, only Android version is officially released. The Apple iOS version will be released soon.
Please visit http://www.shellpay2.com/#wallet to download the Android version. Use your computer to open the page,
and its interface is as follows:

Click on “Download Android Version”.
After having downloaded the installation package to a local folder on your computer, you can transmit the installation
package to your Android mobile phone via an app or software you like (e.g. QQ), and then select “installation” to
complete the installation as follows:

Choose “Open” upon the completion of installation as follows:

The system will ask you to delete the installation package so as to save the space. You can choose either “Delete” or
“Cancel”.

USE SUPERWALLET
Superwallet can automatically check (and update) its version. Therefore, when opening Superwallet, you may see the
following notice:

You can choose to either “Update” or “Cancel”.

LANGUAGE SELECTION
You can select one use language for your Superwallet from among Mandarin, English, Spanish and Arabic. Please see
the following steps:
Once opened, Superwallet shows the interface as below. Hit the button to select a language:

The languages that are accessible include Mandarin, English, Spanish and Arabic, as follows:

LOGIN
Superwallet allows use without registration, as follows:

When you open Superwallet for the first time, the system will ask you to set gesture password. Set up the password per
the instruction. When it is done, you will need your gesture to unlock every time when you open the Superwallet, as
follows:

CREATE WALLET FOR A KIND OF CURRENCY
Superwallet is supportive for multiple different currencies. A dedicated wallet is supposed to be created before you start
using a certain kind of currency. In order to create a wallet, you simply need to hit the “+” at the bottom of the home
page, as follows:

A page shows up asking you to choose one of the currencies, as follows:

Select the icon corresponding to the type of currency you need. Superwallet will create a wallet for it, as follows:

Enter the name you want in the blank of “New Address Name”, and hit the color setting section to set the foreground
and background colors you like for the wallet. Lastly, hit “Done” at the upper right corner to complete the action of
creating a wallet for a new currency.
Attention: Superwallet only allows the user to create one wallet for one currency. If the wallet for a certain currency
already exists, Superwallet will remind that “The currency already exists”, and the action of creating a wallet will
therefore not be successful.

WALLET BACKUP
Choose one of the wallets that exist on the home page and hit the QR code at the right side, as follows:

Copying and backup of seed can be done by either capturing the following screen, or hitting the button “Copy” and
exporting through pasting.

DELETE WALLET
Hit one of the wallets that show on the home page, but not to touch the QR code at the right side, as follows:

You can delete unnecessary wallets by hitting the button of “Delete Wallet”, as follows:

A wallet can not be restored without the original seed. Please think twice before delete it!!!

RESTORE WALLET
Just hit the “+” at the bottom of the home page, as follows:

Then the interface for currency selection appears. Hit the button “Import” at the upper left corner, as follows:

Enter the seed or scan the QR code in the following view, choose one currency and name the wallet. By doing so, a
wallet will be imported.

SEND COINS
The same steps apply to sending different types of coins. Here MZ coin is taken as an example to explain the process to
send coins.

Select the MZ Coin wallet at the home page of Superwallet (see the above figure), enter the interface of sending/
receiving MZ Coin as follows:

Hit “Send” and enter the interface to send MZ Coin as follows:

Hit the scan button at the right side of the section of “Send to” and scan the QR code of the recipient’s address. Once
successfully scanned, the recipient’s address will appear in the blank under “Send to”. Enter the amount of MZ Coin to
be sent in the section of “Amount” and hit “Send” to complete the sending action.

RECEIVE COINS
Likewise, MZ coin is taken as an example to explain the process to receive coins.
Go into the view of sending/ receiving MZ Coin (refer to the previous paragraph), hit “Receive” and enter the interface
of receiving MZ Coin, as follows:

The interface shows the QR code of the receiving address for the sender to scan, also, it allows the user to copy and
send the address to the sender.
Attention: The receiving address changes for every time. This is the selected strategy realized by Superwallet. Its
purpose is to simplify the use of the wallet by hiding the address management; meanwhile, the user’s privacy is
enhanced as the receiving address differs every time.

CHECK BALANCE
The balance of each currency will show on the home page.

CHANGE COIN COLOR
After creating a wallet for a currency, the user can change its foregournd and background colors. The process is as
follows:
Hit the wallet whose color you want to change on the home page, enter the interface of receiving/ sending coins, hit the
button “...” at the upper right corner and change the foreground and background colors of the wallet.

ADJUST THE ORDER OF COIN WALLET
Superwallet allows the user to adjust the order of the wallets by simply hitting and holding and then dragging a wallet to
the desired place.

OTHER INSTRUCTIONS
Currently, all the places that are supposed to show the amount in CNY are showing “0”. That is because Superwallet
has not been interconnected with the Exchange Authority, therefore no reference price in CNY for each currency is
available yet. Such information be provided in the future version.

CONTACT US
Shellpay Internet Technology Co., Ltd
Address: Room 909-910, Tower 7, Excellence Times Plaza, Lane 60, West Hulan Road, Baoshan District, Shanghai,
P.R.China
Tel: +86 133 81718782
Email: mary.li@shellpay2.com
For any inquiry please contact: contact@shellpay2.com

